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The Best Choice for In-Floor Heating!
by ThermoSoft

Radiant In-Floor
Heating Mats
with Thermal Cut-Off
• Up to 40% Installation Savings
No Cement, Sleepers or Transformers
• Installed at Same Time as Flooring
• Installed by Flooring Professional,
then Connected by Electrician

Compatible With:

GLUE

NAIL

FLOAT

Solid Hardwood
Engineered Hardwood
Laminate
SPC Rigid Click

866-569-4172
866
569 4172
Available at select
retailers and distributors.
Learn more at:
www.warmstep.com

www.WarmStep.com
Tested and Approved by:

and many
more!

| 701 Corporate Woods Parkway, Vernon Hills, IL 60061 | WarmStep@ThermoSoft.com

FCI must have PRODUCTS
ToughBuilt Self Stabilizing Kneepads with FoamFit
ToughBuilt’s Self Stabilizing kneepads are designed with
FoamFit and ergonomically shaped to embrace the knee,
upper shin and thigh in order to safeguard against injuries.
Taking in consideration the importance of remaining stable,
centered, secure, and still having solid side to side movement
that considers how the human body is able to perform.
toughbuilt.com

Rubi Slab System for Large
Format Tile
Rubi’s Slab System, new for large
format tile systems, is formed by
solutions like Slim Cutter the manual
cutter or the tile saw TC-125. The system
is completed with the range of transport and
handling elements including Slim Easytrans and Slab
Trans Heavy Duty, Rubi’s solution for the handling and
installation of these materials.
rubi.com

‘Floorever’ Warm with ThermoSoft WarmStep
ThermoSoft WarmStep Radiant Heat Mats
are a non-embedded electric radiant
heating method that can be
used with direct nail and glue
down wood or engineered wood
flooring. Specifically engineered for
easy installation, no embedding or selflevelling cement needed for WarmStep,
making it it ideal for direct nail and glue
down installations because it is ultra-thin
and breathable, and it is compatible with most
underlayments, vapor barriers and subfloors.
us.thermosoft.com
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Industry Q&A

thermosoFt’s sergey shlyApIntokh
hanks to guidelines by the National
Wood Flooring Association (NWFA),
updated in 2019, flooring installers
can install electric heating systems that are
not embedded in the subfloor. The change
opened a world of opportunities for installers,
promising faster, lower-cost installs of radiant
heat systems or both glued down and nailed
down wood flooring. We recently spoke
with Sergey Shlyapintokh, sales manager,
ThermoSoft, who highlighted some of the
benefits of these changes.

T
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FCI: What’s your take on the changes
that have been made to nWFA’s radiant
heating specifications?
shlyapintokh: The NWFA has switched
the guidelines from what they were
previously, especially in the radiant heat
section, from what was Appendix H which
was a single page, to it now being an almost
20 page document that covers 10 different
hydronic and 10 different electric systems—
actually 11 because some are merged

together—and the various ways they can be
installed.

manufactures wouldn’t even look or consider
anything that wasn’t in the guidelines.

Ultimately, what the NWFA did was at that
time, they put together a very, very, very
high level overview of different applications
or different systems that can be used. And
they opened up the path to wood ﬂoor
manufactures to start actually acknowledging
these types of systems.

FCI: What does that mean for Installers?

FCI: What challenges did these
changes address?
Shlyapintokh: One of the big challenges
that was in place beforehand, before the
new guidelines came out, was that the wood

Shlyapintokh: The biggest impact this has
had is it now really allows the installer to know
that there is a way to make a system work
appropriately in that application. What the NWFA
did is they put the major systems that are out
there that have at least one appropriate way
of installing correctly, that won’t hurt the wood
ﬂoors, and they took that system and they listed
it. If there is a system that really isn’t designed for
it, or at the time did not have a set of instructions
put together for it that would result in a trouble
FCI
free installation, it wasn’t listed. ■
■

Right: ThermoSoft’s WarmStep.
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